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Portraits of a Plaza

by Susie Van Kirk
The Arcata Plaza is of especial historical importance to the community as the
commercial and often social center of
Arcata. At the time of settlement by the
30-member Union Company in April
1850 the designation of a public p a r k Block 167—seemed appropriate, and
later generations have always agreed.
Called the Park or the Plaza, but never
the Square, the central open space is a
"village green" encircled by Arcata's
downtown business district.
Members of the Union Company laid
out the Plaza and surrounding blocks in
the spring of 1850, each man filing a

This 1870 portrait of the Arcata Plaza and the one on the cover—both taken hy
Charles Wallace Jacoh Johnson on the occasion of the ölst anniversary of the founding
of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows—are the earliest known photographs of the
plaza. (A feature about these two photographs appeared in the May-June 1981 Historian.)—cmirtesy ofthe Califomia State Library

preemption claim on a quarter section of
land, 160 acres, and describing it without benefit of legal surveys as that land
bounded by a line running from a redwood tree, to the edge of the slough, to a
stake in the ground, and back to somebody's northeast corner. Needless to say,
this identification left something to be
desired, but once done, the real horsetrading began as land and money were
freely exchanged.
Frame and tent residences, along
with commercial structures, sprang up
around the Plaza as the first arrivals
settled in Union. Mule corrals, however.

may have been more prevalent since the
primary purpose of settlement was to
supply the interior mining districts and
only mules could negotiate the rugged
mountain trails between Humboldt Bay
and the mining camps on the Klamath,
Trinity, and Salmon Rivers.
By 1855 a deep-water wharf was constructed, and the first railroad in California, running across the marshland,
connected it with the depot on the block
at the southwest corner of the Plaza. The
tracks were made of wood and the motive power was a single horse, but this
(continued on page 4)

This lofty view of the Plaza taken
about 1878 from an elevated vantage
point—possibly from the church at
11th and G Streets—shows the square
as a village green in the center of the
developing city.
Photographs courtesy of
Peter E. Palmguist
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Portraits of a Plaza
(continued from page 3)

early railroad was the transportation
lifeline for the community. Supplies for
establishing a new town and those supplies needed to keep the interior mining
camps going were brought by ship from
San Francisco, transported to the Plaza
by rail, and offered for sale in Plaza
merchandising establishments.
Packtrains of 30 or more mules loaded
and ready for the long trip inland were a
familiar sight on the Plaza in those early
days. Another familiar sight was the
local livestock which ran loose and enjoyed grazing on the Plaza.
Throughout its history, the role of the
Plaza in the community has been reminiscent of the New England common or
the squares of the southern United
States, where people pastured livestock

Photographer A.W. Ericson, who had a studio and other businesses on the Plaza, took
this turn-of-the-century portrait shortly before the bandstand was built.
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in early years and in later times, gathered for social events, picnics, parades,
I or simply conversation and a little sun
on a summer day.
Former Arcata resident Charles Murdock wrote to the Arcata Union in 1895:
"The Plaza should be a thing of beauty
and a center of life and interest. No
building should rest upon it, but green
sword, and well kept walks, a fountain,
shrubs, and trees should be so attractive
that it would be the pride of every citizen."
After a slow start, the Plaza Improvement Committee finally got off the
ground and began developing ideas for
beautifying the Plaza. The center bandstand was completed in the spring of
1901, the cows and "Charley Richards'
goat" were ordered off, and the old fence
came down. In 1903 Louis Schorlig
planted three dozen rosebushes. Twelve
dozen boxwood plants were set out on

the lawn around the walk, the first palm
trees were planted, and the much enjoyed benches made their appearance.
More palms were set out, the boxwoods
torn out, and the bandstand was removed in 1906 as the Plaza was prepared for the arrival of Arcata's best
known yrork of art, the statue of President William McKinley. The statue was
commissioned by^Arcata resident George Zehnder in remembrance of the slain
president. Haig Patigian, a sculptor
working in San Francisco, received the
commission. A celebration scheduled by
the Masons for the first of May and the
unveiling of McKinley were canceled
when the news of San Francisco's devastation in the 1906 earthquake reached
Arcata.
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Located in a burning San Francisco
foundry after the earthquake, the
bronze statue of President McKinley
had been moved to the street by workmen and survived to take its place of
honor at the center of the Plaza in May
1906. [The dramatic story of the statue
of President McKinley and its sculptor
are told in the September-October and
November-December 1987 issues of the
Humboldt Historian.]

The radiating sidewalks, suggested
by Murdock in 1895, were completed in
1910, and the Women's Christian Temperance Union drinking fountain was
built at the west edge of the Plaza by
Arcata stonemason James Davidson.
Through the years the flagpole,
(continued on page 6)

The new bandstand was completed as a part of the Plaza beautification project in the spring of 1901 and soon afterward the cows were
banished from the streets of Arcata. But in these photographs of the
early 1900s attributed to photographer Juliette Cropley, the cows are
still contentedly enjoying the green.—coitrtesi/ of Roy C. Richey
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The Plaza has been
the site of
special occasions
throughout its
history. This Seely
Brothers Photo
records the
celebration on
October 24,1914, of
the completion of
the Northwest
Pacific Railroad—
and the construction
of the Hotel Arcata.

Portraits of a Plaza
(continued from page 5)

benches, colorful flower gardens, evergreens, flowering trees, and towering
palms have provided a picturesque setting for generations of Arcatans and
their neighbors and visitors to enjoy this
"center of life and interest." It has been
the site of parades, fairs, and festivities
as local fraternal and civic organizations and schools celebrated special occasions and when the community went
all out for the Fourth of July and other
celebrations.
From the earliest days of settlement,
the Plaza has been the center of Arcata's

commercial life, reflecting in its green
space and old buildings a small-community atmosphere shaped by a unique
historical and architectural heritage.
With the exception of the Jacoby Building, which includes a little storehouse of
the 1850s, none of the original architecture remains. Fire and the passage of
time have not been kind to the buildings
on the Plaza; however, most of the buildings were built before the turn of the
century. Except for three buildings of
the 1950s, the remainder were built by
1915. Modern facades disguise many of
the old buildings, some of which date to
the 1870s. But restoration has already
been completed for several, and the fu-

ture seems bright for other storefront
restorations.
The Plaza has had many looks in its
140 years, but its role as the focal point
of Arcata has remained the same.
Excerpted with permission of the author from Reflections of Arcata's History: Eighty Years of Architecture, by
Susie Van Kirk, City of Arcata, 1979,
and The Plaza, Arcata, California, by
Susie Van Kirk, White City Publishing,
Arcata, copyright 1986. The Plaza, a
UO-page booklet on the history of the Arcata Plaza and its buildings, is available
in local stores for $5.00.

This Plaza portrait by Art Ray Photo from the mid-20th century reveals a gracious civic setting
presided over by the bronze statue of President McKinley and enhanced by mature plantings.

